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XP.I?..mAWS USED -AS .AIDS TO CRYPr.ANlu..YSIS

Introdu9tion: In order to save time and, staff, inachines are used f'or
identifying codes and cyphers and for breaking identified codes and
cyphers. Hollerith IJlachines are always suitable for this purpose when
it is·a ~uestion of sorting processes~ In order to_be able, by means
of machinery, to work on, problems of' cryptographY which cannot be traced
back to a sorting process, cryptana]ytical apparatuses were developed,
bUilt and put into use.

First of all the completed crJrptanalytical apparatus will be
described, and ~hen those that were planned or being completedu Tech
nical details cannot be given as there are no data here and this author
has little technical knovrledge.

" A) Completed aPJ?aratuse~

1) Roller Ap.Earattls
,

The .Goller apparatus is used for forming differences between at
the most 30 figure groups of up to 5 digits.

5 metal rods, 1-5, each carry 30 rpllers» the circumferences of
whicti are marked in se~uence with the figures 0, 1, 2, 3, 4•••••• 8, 9.
On every rod there is in addit:i.on a roller right at the top, somewhat
away from the others, and fixed to the rod..

Each of the 30 rollers can be set at one of the 10 possible posi
tions., The 5 rods can be revolved 011 their longitl.ldinal' axes and take"
the ro~lers round with them.

If, for example, all differences modn 10 are te be formed betvleen
203-figure CyPher groups on the same subtractor (SCHLUESSELG~ICH),
then first of all the 5 rods are turned round' until the figure 0
appears' on all at the top (see fig. 1). Then the figures of the. first
5-figure group are turned up to the top on the first roller of each of
the five rods (in fig. 1" 13870). The figures of the second cypher
group are then turned 'up to the top on the second roller of each of
the five rods (44651) etc., until all 20 grou~s have been set.

Ii' now each of the 5 rods 'is so turnea that il} the windows in
which the first cypher group was set only noughts appear, then the
other S.figure groups represent the differences mod. 10 between the
first group and the other 19. If the five rods are so turned that
only noughts appear in the second group/) the n _there will appear in the_
horizontal rows all differences mod. 10 between the second groups and
the othet 19 etc. -

If there appears among these differences one which also' appears
in the previously prepared difference catalogue (i.e. acoUection of
all the difference~ between the me'st fre~uent code groups, then the 2
cypher g:roups, between which there is this difference, are transformed
by turning the 5 rods into those groups, out of which -the difference
in the difference catalogue was produced. There now stands in the top

.row of figures the reduction number for the 20 cypher groups taken in
the example. The 20 cypher groups themselves are reduced to the base
of the groups of the differenoe catalogue•. It is therefore easy to
check up whether the reducti~n is correct or not.

,The apparatus has an ,openable lid so tpa,t only the figures at the
-top of each roller can be seen at a.r(f tiIoo. The apparatus' also has a
collapsable leg at the back, up by the knobs, so that it can be stood

-at a slant on the table.
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=r:e r""'ller ~naraL. s is also built for printing (in conjunction
ill.-t. he o"aval -: tanalysis Station). The figures on the rollers are
oade in relief, as mirrored imagesD If printing ink is smeared on and
then a sheet of paper placed ov~r them, the figure group6 at every
setting can be recorded. The setting of the figures on the printing
apparatus is done from ~_ght to left~

2) Difference calcLllating Apparatl.<.s

The difference calculating ayparatus calculates differences mod.
10 be~7een numbers and writes down these numbers.

The apparatu's consists of ~

1) The reading, 2) the calculating, and 3) the recording apparatus.
(see figure 2)

2 differences calculati.ng apparatus have beenbuilt, one working
with, one without, storage (SPEICHERUNG).

a) With storage

1) The reading apparatus (ABTASTGEIUE'f).

The figure groups between which the differences are to be worked
out, are punched on to a tape. A duplicate of this tape is made. Both
these· strips are placed in the reading apparatus. The reading apparatus
is a little box in which photo cp.lls are housed o The perforated strips
are read photo-electrically. One perforated s'brip is stuck together
so as to form an endless loop whil~ the other can reQain as a striE'

Both perforated strips are 'placed into reading apparatus in the
initial position. When the starting knob is pressed, the strip moves
to the extent of e,g. 1 5-figure group, while the endless loop,
(SmrLEIFEN-STREIFEN) still remains stationary. When the strip
(BJ\NDSTREIFEN) comes to rest~ the loop begins to move, and moves through
one con~lete turn. Then the strip makes a 5-group move and the loop
again makes a crnnplete turn, and so on until all the five-figure groups
of the strip have come up once. All movements are completely auto
matic, being guided by interpolation of certain 5-symbol signs 'on the
petforated strip. Only the starting is don~ by hand,

2) The calculating aj,):)aratus (RECHENGERAET)

In the calculating a?raratus, the first 5-symbol grou~ of the
stri? will be translated into 5 figures and stored after the ~ressing

of the starting knob. If the endless loop now moves, the 5-symbol
signs in. the calculating apparatus will likewise be transrosed into
figures and subtracted mod. 10, digit by digit, from the 5 figures of
the strip which have been stored.

The :t:,rocesses of storage and subtraction are carried out by a
number of electrical relays.

I

The result of this subtraction is then passed on out of the calcu
lating apparatus into the:

3) Recording Apparatus (REGISTRIERGERAET)

This is an electrical typewriter, which is modified in such a w~
that the 10 figure keys are provided-viith electric magnets. When an
inr.\?ulse is received on one of these magnets. the mFlanp+ o++~~_... - ....,
al,,)1")l""{,,\"""""; o+~ .p..: -.---- -.



The roller apparatus is also built for printing (in conjunction
with the Naval Cryptana~sis station). The figures on the rollers are
made in relief, as mirrored images. If printing ink is smeared on and
then a sheet of paper placed o~er them, the figure group~ at every
setting can be recorded. The setting of the figures on the printing
apparatus is done fr.om n.ght to left~

2) Difference calcUlating Apparatu.s

The difference calcUlating ayparatus calculates differences mod.
10 be~7een nuniliers and writes down these nwwbers o

The apparatus consists of~

1) The reading, 2) the calcUlating, and 3) the recording apparatus.
(see figure 2)

2 differences caloulating apparatus have been built, one working
with, one without} storage (SPEICHERUNG).

a) With storage

1) The reading apparatus (ABTASTGERAET) •

The figure groups between which the differences are to be worked
out, are punched on to a tape. A duplicate of this tape is made. Both
these strips are plaoed in the reading apparatus. The reading apparatus
is a little box in which photo cp.lls are housed o The perforated strips
are read photo-electrioal~. One perforated s'l;rip is stuck together
so as to form an endless loop whil~ the other can rewain as a striE'

Both perforated strips are'placed into reading apparatus in the
initial position. When the starting knob is pressed, the strip moves
to the extent of e.g. 1 5-figure group, while the endless loop,
(SCHLEIFEN-STREIFEN) still remains stationary. When the strip
(BANDSTREIFEN) comes torest~ the loop begins to move, and moves through
one con~lete turn. Then the strip makes a 5-group move and the loop
again makes a c~nplete turn, and so on until all the five-figure groups
of the strip have come up once. All movements are con~letely auto
matic, being guided by interpolation of certain 5-symbol signs 'on the
perforated strip. O~ the starting is don~ by hand.

2) The calCUlating aj,)~)aratus (RECHENGERAET)

In the calCUlating arparatus, the first 5-symbol groU) of the
strip will be translated into 5 figures and stored after the ~ressing

of the starting knob. If the endless loop now moves, the 5-symbol
signs in, the calCUlating apparatus will likewise be transposed into
figure~ and subtracted mod. 10, digit by digit, from the 5 figures of
phe strip which have been stored.

The processes of storage and subtraction are carried out by a
number of electrical relays.

The result of this subtraction is then passed on out of the calcu
lating apparatus into the:

3) Recording Apparatus (REGISTRIERGERAET)

This is an electrical typewriter, which is modified in such a w~
\ that the 10 figure keys are provided vnth electric magnets. When an
I' ~puls€ is received on one of these magnets, the magnet attracts the

appropriate figure lever and the figure key of the typewriter strikes.

1\



_ bree;arts ~ Whe cer-
e of the ~ter re'turns, 'the reading and 'the ca1cu1a'ting a~
both stop.

! The speed of caicuJ.ation is limited by the speed of striking of
1e typewriter to a maximum of 7 signs a second. Reading and calcula
ng apparatus would permit of muoh higher speeds.

b) Without storag~.

The difference calculating app~ratus without storage works accord:
ing to the same principle of calculation and registration; the reading
in the reading apparatus is also done photo-electrically. Only the
movement of. the strip is different and, in conseqnence;, the sequence of
the recorded differences too.

In this case both stl:"ips are stuck so as to fom loops. One loop
is made one group longer than the other laCY.!?" After activation of the
starting knob both loops begin to turna While this is happening, the
differences are worked out in the calculating apparatus, and they are
then recorded in thel~egistering apparatus" The following groups are
thus subtracted from one another:

After one complete turn the one loop has moved one group relative~

to the other. Now the differenoes of the following groups are formed:

1 - 3~ 2 - 4, 3 - 5'_~' •• $"' •• n - 2.

This is continued until all the differences are worked out.

3) "WITZKISTE" ((see TICOWI-31, page 2, para. 5. Dr. WITT - query
WITZ. »

The purpose of the "WITZKlSTE" is t a reduce to a known base, without
intermediate calcUlation, 4-symbol qypher groups recyphered on the same
subtractor group. The following are prerequisites for working with the
apparatus: .

Knowledge of the most. frequent book-groups and

A number of cypher groups on the same subtractor.

The cryptographic principle of the apparatus is as follows:

All the most common book groups are subtracted mod. 10. from each
of the cypher groups on the same subtractor. On the assumption that
some of the cypher groups have come from frequently-occurring book
groups, then one difference - and that will then be the addition
number - willoocur especially frequently.

The technique of putting this principle int.o practice is as
follows:

The most common book groups are made visible, in a qUite definite
order, on a black enamelled glass plate by removing the. enamel (see
fig. ~). The glass plate thus prepared is placed under a fixed
lattice-frame (see fig. 4) according to each cypher group. In each
setting thepe.rt of the glass plate which remains visible through the
lattice-frame is photographed. The same film will then continue to
be exposed as long as oyphergroups of the same subtractor are to be
reduced.. The film is dev'eloped after exposure. The blackest point

\



aceo_ ~. r.g - C c!"'C.ir.E:~es,

r. s..l.ITace cf x • Ll1 conseauence of e addition nod. 1 each
of the nost common book groups must ~ppear 4 x 4 = 16 tines. The
lattice plate is so cOP$tructed that when placed on the code plate it
shoVTs once exactly each of JGhe lO~OOO possible points. The lines of the
lattice are 9 u.nits thick.

The code plate is placed by hand against the fixed lattice frame
on to the cJrpher group in ~uestion.

The e~ual illlmUnation of the whole of the lattice causes great
dif;[,icultYe

The sum of the exposure times must be so chosen, that the "correct"
point lies at the bend of the exposure-blackening-curve, while the
other fortuitous blackenings do not yet assuue pr'ominence.

E:xperience Dust show how many code-groups are let into the code
plate. Likewise, the size of the holes for each book-group must be ,
determined by experience.

4) Sav"Yer's Jack (SAEGEBOCK)

The "Sawyer' 5 Jack" phase-search apparatus. With its assistance
it can be determined vlhether and where 2 differen'b cyPher texts are in
phase. It can further be determined whether a period occurs in a single
cyPher text and how long the period is.

The cryptographic principle as the basis of the apparatus is as
follows;

If 2 cyPher texts are in phase (e.g. multiple or SPRINGC'AsAREN =
periodic sUbstitution) then the number of identical single elements,
identical bigrams, trigrams etc. is am~

The apparatus itself in this case too consists of reading, calcu
lating and registering apparatus.

In the reading apparatus the 2 perforated strips are, in this case
too, photo-electrically read at a speed of 75 (signs) a /;lecond.

Identical single elements, bigrams, trigrams up to parallels of the
length of 10, are noted in the registering apparatus.

These findings are registered in the registering machine. It
consists of 10 different writing deVices. All writing devices work on
a paper strip about 20 ins. wide. Each writing deVice makes a small
dash when it receives from the calculating maohine the order to do so.
The little dashes of each writing device are cOmbined to form a long
'dash in each case. When the message has been run through once,- all the
writing machines return automatically to nought and the process begins
again from the beginning, after the paper strip has run on a little
further.

Some of the vlriting devices can be cut out.

If,for example, only the counter which counts identical single
elements is switched on and there is a column substitution of the
!ieriod 7, then every 7th dash on the registering paper is especially

ong. (see figure 5).
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Sa the cypher text passage ".;0 be e;c9HunecJ. is 30 elements long;
and say there is a column substitution of the period 30. Let the
3 alphabets be narked 1-30.

The 30 cypher elements are punched (;11 to a tape in the inter
national 5 u_it alpnabet. This perforated strip is read in the read
ing apparatus of the It'lio'ler clock ll photo··eledrically, symbol by symbol.
The speed of reading is about 1 synbol a second.

The cypher text passages already recognized as on the sm~e key
are stored in the calculating apparatus of the "tovler cloc1~11 as a
basis on which to start; and in sl1ch a way that for each of the substi
tution alphabets the elements receive different scores according to
the frequency in the cypher texts. Provision is made for 5 different
scores.

Bigram Apparatus6)

The first symbol on the tape receives in the calculating apparatus
the score which the same symbol has received in alphabet 1. The pen
of the recording apparatus makes on the paper strip a dash of the
length of this score. This process is carried o~t with the remaining
29 symbols in the corresponding substitutions. A rotating distributor
keeps cypher elements and SUbstitutions in step. The pen totals the
30 scores in one .more or less long dasho One can then tell from the
length of the dash whether the cypher text passage being examined is
on the same key as the base alreaqy collated or not.

The comparison of a passage of 30 elements is thus completed in ~ ~~
half a minute. If in this way out of· a large number of cypher text \(' ,~
passages some are recognized as certainly belonging to the base, the f~

base is increased to the extent of these passages, i.e. the scores in
the oalculating apparatus are improved. c;,.." ~

~'<t~
With the bigram apparatus 26 x 26 = 676 bigrams can be worked on.

2 perforated strips are read photo-electrically in the reading apparatus
at a speed of 75 symbols a second.

With the aid of a cascade circuit (see figure 6), the 676 different
bigrmns are produced as single elements. For this nearly 700 relays
are needed. These 676 different symbols end on the left part of the
plug board in the calculating apparatus. This part of the plug board
oonsists of 26 x 26 sockets. (see figure 7).

If the frequency of occurence of certain bigrams is knovlU, then the
bigrams can be divided according to their frequency in to 6 different
classes. The right part of the plUg board contains the values table.

'With the assistance of plug-leads everybigram of the elenent table can
be given a value in the values table. The value nought is not plugged.

The registering machine records every single bigram, doing it by
dashes of different lengths according to the value plugged. The paper
of the registering machine is formed into a continuous loop and moves
even.\y alo'1g unrler the peno T.he pen is fixea crt a spindle J so that the
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U~ ~I ~ !be With the aid of this appar'?-tu.s-;:_-~anspositions,for instance, can
~ ~, solved when the frequency o~ 'the bigr~i~ is known.

~ .Q z , >~::"~~';,:,:.;:'.';"-:c."" _ .' "
2 "?: With this apparatus ::kt :is'\-'iil~~J:':pdssible to f.'ina repeats (PARAI.JEIr-
~ &" STELLEN) and, in particular, brok~1}.~peats.- Fbr this 'purpose it is

~ ~n~cessar,y to plug tpe prine~palli~8i~onalsaa, bb, ---zz on the
element table, ~vhile,Jill 6:t;her big:(:'anJS remain unplug&e,d.: '.

- .~ . ' ..... '~..' ~ ", :, .'
~~...~.. '.-. "

; .',

7)
o ,,~... :: -. ~ j '. ..' i

Perforated s'trip calculating devices are combinations of standard
equipment such as perforated strip ~ppeiv'3r':~i and,p~i1orated strip .
tr,ansmiMiers. -,- . < . " "

.~. >;:' .' ,
. .~ '\ 1 'i.~ . ... '

, The apparatus was used for testinEC"i:he securit'j of our OVTn codes
and.C"Jphers, particula:z.'ly of-;"t-hoe,':'oy-pher teleprinter machines aad
cypher attachr.lents (SCHLUESSELZUSAETZE)0'

According to the circumstances of the problems the most varied use
was made >of this standard equipment, eog o

·Y.;-· ;~~I

.rl. r::~Vi :PSf.Y"{0r8.:0Ult 3 ~:l.'ifi is ~t=lrc!C-~~_".(;0d f:y \..:i..J. ;2 J?or·fo:("~t~l:~ .. ,j t;r·:L~tJ"'1 ~~~lP~::----' '.;:-.
im,posed on aria anothn-:, aacC:rd.ing to the :"mv~ identioal conditions in ..
the 2 o~~ginal strips produce _~Dole); non-identioal Qonditions produce 
(no hole)~

A new perforated strip is produced froTi1 a perforated strip in such
a,way that always when 2 identical conditions follow one another a hole
results, when 2 non-identical conditions follow one another, no hole
results - this happens for each of the 5 impulses separ,ateJy;

The speed vms ..7 .symbolsa"second.
. ..... .';\; : ~'~'" . '. . .

8) Simple counting apparatus.

By means of the simple counting apparatus it is possible quicklY to
work out' statistics, when there are not more than 100 different elements.

100 cgunting machines (post Office counters) ar~ put side by side.
The text fe;r which statistics are to be worked out is punched on to a
tape. The perforated strip is read and the synbol in each case put on
to the corresponding counter. The counters are read off and their posi
tion photographicallY recorded.<,

."
In practice this apparatus was used with success;Withi~ the scope

of the investigations into the security of, our Gym, systems.

B) Apparaths u-nde; ~;~nstruction andlor planilctq.·

a) Apparatus fo~ searching for repeats.

The apparatus for searching for repeats, planned and in part
alreaqy in production, was not meant to solve the most exacting tasks
of this kind. The task was rather to seek out as qUicklY as possible
all repeats of the length 5 and more from a limited number of cypher
texts (20-25 each of about 100 5-symbol groups: thus 10,000-12,500.
elements).

!he 10:1.'000 lett/?,i"s we!'e recorded, one e.fter the other as 5 tt1"J,t

-al~t1C&J. ~.)'mbQl$ (\)n 'fi 4Ul o~i.MJ.7· t'.i.JJn. "a.\1pl~tfJ w'ai ~dQ.
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It Vias also only intendec. at first to l''3cord that r8peats occurred

thUS, not yet how the passages reed and exactJy when they were~

ess a .g: speed in front of a reader working
:--- -- =-nartia. In the event of the 2 strips being c6.Irrpletely identical,

for at least 5 letters, this passage would be,likewise tegistered
without inertia.

I I(\'1'-£1
l ~I C'i
J vci ~
: (1)1 .~

~ ~ 8
~ '""JJ ~
J"}-'(
l b Z

c; ~
.5 ~I.< 6' The strips were to pass before the reading device at 8, speed of

...---_-' 10,000 synbols a second. .AccorG.ing1;:r.f not qIJ:ite 3 hbLirs vlould have been
required to work through 10~000 letterB a

Thj,s would have sufficed for the c3.iscQve:r7Y of e. g9 transposition
comprO!a::i.:J6s, .~.2.i:Jh_ar.r.; foundGcl on a code"

The appa'l:'atus vrould have been ready for experir,lents in a'bout 3
months.

It was intended a.bove alJ. to test on th:Ls e.pparatus Y1'hethe:r speeds
of this magnitude cOllld still produce accurate data.

b)

The statistics J:08cording ap:?araJcl1s vras to be a marked improver.lt:.mt
on the s~nple counting ~pparat~s.

It was to have been pbssible to record sta+'bticall;;.r 1,000 differ
ent elenents: therefore 1 ,000 cJ4nterSlW.dtobe--~built:rn•

.Apart from single letters, it was to have b8~n possible to ex~:1ine

aXso bigrans, split bigrans (a. b), (8.80b),( aHO b) '2~jc., "vard beginnings,
word ends, -the second letter of words" 'Ghe third letter of Viordz? pen
ultir:late letter of 'lrords, vowels, ete., In sho~t it was to he.ve been
possible qUickly and surely to recogn.tze all o:ryp~ographicalJ.y inter-
esting peculiarities. of the various languages" .

The speed of advance of the strip 'l'TC-S est:imated at 100 elements
a secona.•

The apparatus would have been reaa;y' in about ~. I11onths.'

c)

During the last weeks in Berlin it began to be deliberated whether
the principle according to which the "WITZ:KISTE" handled the 4-syElbol
groups could be also employed on 5-synbol book groups.

Deliberations as to whether one of the 5 synwoJs could just be
omitted led to no satisfactory solution. The possibility was then
considered of dividing up the 5-symbol groups into :2 4-symbol groups.
It had not been decided hO'l1 the division Vias bes'~ to be made. If
ABODE is the five-letter group, the division ABCD and BODE, or
ABCD/ABCE, and others, were considered.

Final remarks.- ,

Technical detaj,ls of all apparatus are best known to Dipl. Ing.
RotscheiJt and Jensen who developed then.



In general the aim was to build reading and recording apparatus in
all conceivable forms, in order, to be able to put together the suitable
apparatus irrmrediatelY a practical task turned upo

Translations of descriptions on Attached Diagrams.

Fig o 2(: Endless band of tape.
Heading Apparatuso

punched Tape.
Calculating Apparatus,
Recording Apparatus.

Fig~ 30 Glass plate showing the recording of one code group.

Fig. 4. Lattice Plate.

Fig~ 6~ Cascaco COPBectionso
This connection must ~e continued to the right,
until 676 free exits occur~

Fie. 7. Plug-board.
Element Table.
Value Table.

(Trans.: KCK)
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